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Luck in the Land

of Enchantment
A handcrafted log getaway overlooking a peaceful meadow and
surrounded by mountain views is a dream come true.

BY JENNIFER DONAHUE
NOW THE HAPPY OWNERS OF 18 ACRES IN CLOUDCROFT,
New Mexico, the couple spent many days strolling through its
meadow and dreaming about enjoying the mountain views it
afforded. The couple knew this was the perfect spot to build
their dream getaway. They originally owned a small cabin on
11 acres just up the hill from this location, and when seven
additional acres became available they jumped at the opportunity to buy. “As luck would have it, the owners of the property adjacent to ours, with a view of that very same meadow,
decided to sell,” the homeowner says. “We were fortunate to
be able to acquire that property.”
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The next step was to build their ideal vacation home, with plenty of space
for family and friends. And they knew just who to hire. “They visited a
house of ours in the same area, and they loved the basic floorplan with the
great room in the center, but they needed it to be a little bit bigger, with
more space and bedrooms upstairs,” says Robert Lockerby, president of
Summit Log & Timber Homes in Boise, Idaho.
“We wanted it to be welcoming to all of our family and friends,” explain
the homeowners. “A place where they could come to relax, feel comfortable, leave behind their worries, and never want to leave.” With four bedrooms and three baths, plus a garage with a large room for recreation,
there’s no shortage of space for visitors.
Built with Western red cedar, the home’s average wall diameter is 16 inches, with dramatic exterior corner flares that range from 24 to 32 inches.
“We did a diamond notch on the corners to extend the flares out further,”
explains Lockerby, noting that the notches cut deeper into the heartwood
of the tree and afford a little more color variation between the sapwood
and heartwood for visual interest. “Western red cedar allows you to do
those dramatic flares,” he says. “It gives a nice robust look to the corners.”
On the interior, walls are covered with a Venetian finish, adding some
refined elegance to the rustic structure. Granite counters and slate floors
in the kitchen and bathrooms are the perfect complement.
Summit’s appreciation for aesthetics and attention to detail made the
company a perfect fit for the homeowners. “We hit a home run with our
LEFT: ABUNDANT NATURAL LIGHT MAKES THE GREAT ROOM FEEL SPACIOUS AND AIRY.
BELOW: A SPIRAL WROUGHT-IRON STAIRCASE LEADS TO A THIRD-FLOOR RETREAT WITH
360-DEGREE VIEWS OF THE MEADOW AND MOUNTAINS.
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A SPACIOUS OPEN
KITCHEN IS A WELCOME
FEATURE WHEN
ENTERTAINING FAMILY
AND FRIENDS.
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designer and builder, Robert Lockerby of Summit Handcrafted
Log Homes,” the homeowners say. “The beauty of their work
is phenomenal.”
“One of the things we really wanted to do was open it up to
the natural light,” says Lockerby. Abundant windows and an
open floorplan on the main level ensure a bright, open feeling
throughout. “The most important thing for us was to be able
to sit inside of our cabin, yet feel as if we were outdoors,” say
the homeowners. The design is centered around the first-floor
great room, perfectly situated to take advantage of the meadow views the homeowners had long coveted. “We love sitting
in our leather chairs and feeling the line between the indoors
and outdoors blur as we imagine that the meadow is an exten-

sion of our great room,” they say.
The outdoors is brought inside with the Aspen panels that
serve as a visual divider between the great room and the dining
room. “We originally had planned to have the dining room and
great room separated by a solid wall,” explain the homeowners.
They reconsidered, not wanting to compromise the open feeling
they sought in the design and instead looked for a way to add a
touch of nature to separate the rooms. “We wanted to capture
the feeling of the beauty that is outside the cabin and bring it
inside,” they say. “We were able to locate an artist that was able
to artistically arrange aspen leaves and trunks into acrylic panels.” LED lighting around the edges highlights the shimmering
golden color of the leaves. “In a small and unique way, the panels

RIGHT: ACRYLIC PANELS
THAT DIVIDE THE DINING
AREA FROM THE GREAT
ROOM SHOWCASE THE
BRILLIANT FOLIAGE OF
ASPENS IN THE FALL
RIGHT TOP: THE STONES
USED FOR THE PATIO
SEATING AREA ECHO
THE CLOUDCROFT AREA’S
NATURAL ROCK
OUTCROPPINGS.
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capture the brilliance of the aspens in the fall,” say the homeowners.
The connection to the stunning mountain scenery is continued on the second and third floors. With two balconies on the second floor, there are views
of a lawn area complete with fire pit, waterfall, and native landscaping from
one, and a spring-fed pond framed by massive pine trees from the other—an
ideal spot for early morning bird watching.
A spiral staircase with wrought iron railings takes guests up to a unique
feature on the third floor: a 192-square-foot room with 360-degree views of
the property. The meditative space is ideal for reading, stargazing, or just
spending some quiet time alone with your thoughts. The homeowners call it
the “Mirador,” a Spanish term for a loggia or balcony. “The sweeping views
of the meadow and the national forest beyond are very tranquil,” they say.
“It is a nice room to be in to contemplate.”
Outside, the careful attention to design continues, all with an eye
toward appreciating the natural bounty at the doorstep. The western side
of the home features a stone patio with a seating area and fire pit, plus a

waterfall tumbling over the rocks alongside. “The waterfall feature was
somewhat of an afterthought,” the homeowners say, noting that they had
natural rock formations on the property that they thought would lend
themselves well to a water feature. They engaged the help of Michael
Nichols of Paradise Ponds in Abilene, Texas. “Michael is a very creative
and came up with a waterfall design that absolutely exceeded our expectations,” say the homeowners. “He created an area of serenity with a
beautiful water feature, walking path, and sitting area at the top and bottom of the waterfall area.” It’s a treasured spot for both quiet reflection
and entertaining friends.
“The sights are always stunning for us,” they say. “They are something that
we will never cease to be amazed by.” With early morning visits from elk, red
tail hawks soaring above, and plenty of space for loved ones, the homeowners know they have created a truly enchanted getaway. Whether hiking,
watching the wildlife, or just enjoying each other’s company, each moment is
a joy. “We feel blessed each and every time we go to our cabin.” I

BELOW: INTERIOR WALLS FEATURE A VENETIAN
FINISH TO ADD TEXTURE, VISUAL INTEREST,
AND A TOUCH OF ELEGANCE.
RIGHT: BATHROOMS FEATURE GRANITE
COUNTERS AND SLATE TILES, ATTRACTIVE
ACCENTS TO THE HONEY-HUED WOOD
THROUGHOUT THE HOME.
RIGHT BOTTOM: THE HOMEOWNERS AND
THEIR GUESTS GET A BIRD’S EYE VIEW
OF THE MOUNTAIN SCENERY FROM A
BEDROOM ON THE THIRD FLOOR.

DESIGN TIPS
I Definitely plan for more
storage than you think
you need.
I Allow in as much natural
lighting as possible.
I Make sure you have a
mud room.
I Hiring the right designer
is critical. We hit a home
run with our designer
and builder.
— The Homeowners
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BELOW: DRAMATIC CORNER FLARES SHOWCASE THE NATURAL BEAUTY OF
WESTERN RED CEDAR AND MAKE A VISUAL IMPACT. RIGHT: A SHELTERED PATIO
OFFERS PRIME SEATING FOR ENJOYING THE VIEW OF THE MEADOW BELOW.
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Log Producer: Summit Log & Timber Homes, Boise, Idaho
Builder: Wes Housler, Housler Construction, Cloudcroft,
New Mexico
Three-story home
Square footage: 3,951 IBedrooms: 4 Baths: 3

Foyer

Dining Room
Great Room

Rec Room

THE HOME’S DESIGN FLOWS OUTWARD FROM THE
GREAT ROOM, WHICH OFFERS PRIME VIEWS OF THE MOUNTAIN
MEADOWS BEYOND.

Patio

MAIN LEVEL

THE SPACIOUS KITCHEN MAKES ENTERTAINING A
BREEZE. GUESTS CAN CATCH UP OVER A CUP OF COFFEE AT THE
COUNTER OR PITCH IN WITHOUT GETTING IN THE WAY.

Patio

Bath
Bedroom

Loft

Bedroom

A LARGE REC ROOM ON THE FIRST FLOOR BRINGS FAMILY TOGETHER
FOR FRIENDLY COMPETITION AT THE PING-PONG TABLE.
FOUR BEDROOMS ON THE SECOND FLOOR ALLOW PLENTY
OF SPACE FOR VISITORS.

THE GARAGE HOLDS A SPACIOUS,
YET COZY REC-ROOM COMPLETE
WITH FIREPLACE.

A SPIRAL STAIRCASE LEADS FROM THE SECOND FLOOR TO A
THIRD-FLOOR TOWER WITH 360-DEGREE VIEWS, WHICH THE
HOMEOWNERS CALL THEIR “MIRADOR.”
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UPPER LEVEL
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